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Precious wine deserves precious care, and that’s what we deliver. 
Since 2006 we have proudly partnered directly with NZ Producers
to arrange the compliance and logistics of your wine export,
directly to your door.

Shipping powered by 

Export charges, customs clearances, destination taxes and duties, 
insurance, and delivery to your door are all included in your fully
inclusive wine price.

All inclusive pricing

Our bespoke Thermo-Eco wine packaging provides robust and 
durable external strength. Internally, every bottle is hand placed 
inside its own thermally resistant protective sleeve made from 
recycled, 100% New Zealand sheep wool. Being biodegradable
and reusable, our packaging is environmentally sustainable.

NZ made thermo-eco wine packaging

Unearthing new wine gems while Cellar Door tasting or online and
sending them home is simple, fun, and affordable. 
Wine Collective Direct is a producer-direct purchase and shipping 
solution.

Easy export - direct to door

Producers set their own wine prices, then the system auto-adds
the costs of shipping, and presents an all-up price in your home
currency. This means bottle pricing is fully inclusive of all shipping
costs from the winery, right to your doorstep. 
Purchase via Producer's digital device, or your own. With no 
middle-man, producers directly receive the proceeds of their sale.
Buy directly from an individual producer’s e-Cellar Door to access 
any volume discounts, or fill your case from your favourite wineries
e-Cellar Doors, choosing across any number of regions.
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CUSTOMS CLEARANCE
We manage the entire

customs clearance process
for you, including payment of
your import taxes & duties.
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When your order arrives into our
warehouse it is checked and
hand packed into specialised 
Thermo-Eco export packaging.

It then joins a larger consolidated
consignment prior to export.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSIT

WINE PURCHASING

OUR EXPORT WAREHOUSE 

Your wine is exported out of 
NZ and imported to your country.

YOUR HOME

Your wine is safely delivered
to your nominated address

by local courier.

Purchase your favourite NZ wines while
you taste, directly from the producer via

their e-Cellar Door shipping shop.

How does it work? From Discovery to Delivery...

Prior to export, wine is consolidated over 1 - 2 weeks into larger
volumes. Actual delivery time frames are dependent upon timely

receipt of wine from the winery, to our warehouse. 

Please visit our website for more precise delivery time frames.


